CRISES  OF THE  SIXTEENTH  CENTURY
but they all enjoyed the same power and were organized on the
same system, based on the model of the Parlement of Paris. Their
essential function was to hear appeals - that is, to revise the sen-
tences of the ordinary tribunals. They were bound in principle
to try cases according to the local customs and the royal edicts.
The king sent his edicts to the different Parlements in order that
they might be copied into their registers, since it was the business
of the Parlements to put them in force ; but before registering
them, as this process was called (enregistrement), the king allowed
the Parlements to set forth their objections, which were known as
remntrances (remonstrances), to which he paid attention when he
thought fit. Every Parlement applied the law in its own fashion;
up to the Revolution there was no central organ for maintaining
uniformity in the principles and practice of justice.
It was now that two usages of the French judicial system became
permanently established: in the first place judgment is given not
by a single judge but by a body forming a tribunal; and secondly,
the tribunals form a hierarchy of two oi4 more degrees known as
instances, or grades of jurisdiction. Thus suitors or those who have
lost their case can always appeal from the sentence of the lower
tribunal to that of the higher one, which gives the final judgment.
After the Revolution justices of the peace (juges de paix), who sit
alone, and trial by jury without appeal were instituted on the
English model.
Juges consulates (consular judges) were created for commercial
causes on the Italian model. This is the origin of the French
commercial tribunals. In order to deal with cases of brigandage,
committed chiefly by soldiers, a supreme tribunal was created
between 1536 and 1544 in which justice was administered by the
prfodts des marechaux, whose function it was to take proceedings
against vagabonds and police the high roads. This was the origin
of the coursprjv6tales (provosts' courts), which afterwards developed
into the conseils de guerre (courts martial), and of the police force
known as the marlchauss^ in which the modern gendarmerie had
its origin.
Judicial practice underwent a change under Francis I as a
result of two innovations of far-reaching importance. In the first
place, judicial acts, which had hitherto been drawn up in Latin,
had to be drawn up in French; and in the second place, civil suits
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